
Russian Businessman Claims He Was
Hoodwinked by Government Capital
Amnesty Program
First Russian to use Putin amnesty program says FSB accessed his
secret tax declarations and used it to help seize $570 million of
assets.
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Konstantin Ponomarev claims the FSB accessed his sealed tax declarations, contravening Russia's
capital amnesty program. Vladimir Burnov / rapsinews.ru

The first Russian businessman who took part in a government-backed capital amnesty
program — a scheme which offers protection from legal proceedings to rich Russians who
voluntarily repatriate hidden overseas cash — has claimed Russian prosecutors reneged on
the deal, using his declaration to help secure a conviction against him and seize 36 billion
rubles ($570 million) of assets.

Konstantin Ponomarev, who made billions of rubles in a settlement over a legal dispute with



Swedish furniture giant Ikea, claims Russia’s federal security service (FSB) obtained his secret
tax declaration and submitted it under the capital amnesty program, Russian daily RBC has
reported. The FSB then used that declaration to search his properties, seizing crucial
documents and assets which were used against him in court.

The capital amnesty program was launched in 2015, with high-profile support from President
Vladimir Putin, in a bid to encourage Russians to repatriate billions of rubles they had stashed
abroad. Putin promised they could bring the money back to Russia officially by making an
asset declaration to Russia’s federal tax service stating the value and origin of the funds. 

Related article: Putin Signs Off on Extension of Capital Amnesty

In return, Putin guaranteed the declarations would be sealed and not be used in any criminal,
administrative or tax investigations. The new prime minister, Mikhail Mishustin, oversaw the
program as head of Russia’s federal tax service.

Ponomarev was the first person to make use of the scheme, submitting his documents just
two weeks after the program came into force in July 2015. He declared assets of 66.5 billion
rubles ($1.2 billion at the time), citing the settlement with Ikea as part of the source of his
wealth.

Now, in a series of fresh criminal cases related to the original dispute, Ponomarev says the
FSB obtained his sealed declaration from the tax service, using the information he submitted
to instigate raids on his properties in 2017. Ponomarev was sentenced to eight years in a penal
colony last year in one of those cases for falsifying evidence and defamation. His lawyer was
also convicted for his role in the scheme. The other cases against him on fraud and tax evasion
charges are ongoing, RBC reported.

In documents seen by the paper, Ponomarev recently wrote to then-prime minister Dmitry
Medvedev claiming foul play on the part of the FSB. 

Related article: Russia Lost $750B to Capital Flight Since 1994 – Bloomberg

“When discussing the capital amnesty program, experts expressed doubts about the
effectiveness of the guarantees laid down in it, and [highlighted] the opportunities for tax and
law enforcement agencies to overcome them,” Ponomarev said. 

“What happened to me fully confirms these doubts. After preparing and submitting my
declaration to the tax service under the amnesty, instead of ‘guarantees,’ I received searches
and the seizure of all documents related to those transactions.”

Ponomarev is the second high-profile participant of the capital amnesty to claim Russian law
enforcement hasn’t honored its side of the deal. In 2017, the FSB accessed the secret
declaration of Valery Izrailit, a businessman who repatriated cash under the scheme, and
prosecutors entered Izrailit’s declaration as evidence against him in a fraud and money
laundering case.
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